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ANNOUNCEMENTS Whats Up
recieved an award for “BEST
COVER DESIGN” at the 2009
North American Street Newspaper Association (NASNA)
conference, for the SPRING
2009 issue.Thank you so much
for your support!
PRINTED BY
K.K. Stevens Publishing Company - www.kkspc.com
Cover Design by KEVIN BOYD

Articles that appear in WHATS UP reflect the opinion and
perspective of the author and not the editors of Whats Up.
Articles should not be construed as attempts to aid or hinder any
legislative body.

WHATS UP MAGAZINE serves as a community-

based alternative media source. Our content actively
combines social awareness and entertainment in a
way that encourages the population of St. Louis to
be socially conscious. Whats Up also operates as
a human service provider aiding the homeless and
economically disadvantaged by offering transitional
employment. The homeless and disadvantaged take
part in sales, advertising, and production of this
publication. Street vendors are given twenty free
isssues, and then pay 25 cents for additional copies.
We are always looking for enthusiastic people
dedicated to our causes of encouraging awareness
and providing opportunities to the disadvantaged.

WHATS UP MAGAZINE

KEVIN BOYD

Advertising Sales
For rates, media kits, and deadlines contact us:
(314) 241-7744 or advertising@whatsupstl.com
Homeless Speaker Series
Contact the Homeless Empowerment Project
@ 314-241-7744 for more information.

Submissions: All articles should be sent to the attention of the
editors at the address below. For further submission info, visit our
website or contact us. We may edit submissions for clarity or length.
WHATS UP needs writers, photographers, graphic designers, marketers,
administrative assistants, editors, and grant writers.
WHATS UP MAGAZINE
906 Olive St., Suite 1212
Saint Louis, Missouri 63101
(314) 241-7744
Member of the North American Street Newspaper Association
[www.nasna.org & www.streetnewsservice.org]
WHATS UP MAGAZINE is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization
Contact us to find out how you can support our efforts!
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WHATS UP MAGAZINE
MISSION
STATEMENT
To empower men and women who are homeless or at risk of

becoming so, as they work toward gainful employment and
self-sufﬁciency. Whats Up organizes, educates, and alliances to
connect community-based solutions to the problems of hunger
and homelessness leading readers to understanding and activism. The paper’s mission aims to alleviate miscommunication
between communities by educating the public about housing
and poverty issues, and by giving the homeless a voice in the
public forum. Whats Up also informs the homeless of shelter
and occupational assistance, and acts as a creative self-help
opportunity for those individuals who wish to participate.
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VENDORS, PLEASE
CONTACT WHATS UP AT
(314)241-7744 or editor@
whatsupstl.com

WHERE YOUR
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love to hear from you.
WHATS UP MAGAZINE
906 Olive St. Suite 1212
St. Louis, MO 63101
editor@whatsupstl.com
314-241-7744
HOMELESS SPEAKERS SERIES
Contact the Homeless Empowerment Project
@ 314-241-7744 for more information.
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Our organization has no paid staff and your support helps us
continue our vendor and education programs.
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Yes! I am making a tax deductible donation of: (please circle one)
$500 $250 $100 $75
$50
$25
$_____
Yes! I would like to sponsor a vendor for $50/month. This allows a vendor
of your choice to receive 200 magazines each month.
Yes! I would like a subscription to WHATS UP. Enclosed is my check for
$20 made out to WHATS UP MAGAZINE.
Name (Please Print)
Address
City

State

Zip Code

Thank you for supporting WHATS UP!!!

WHATS UP MAGAZINE is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization

WHATS UP MAGAZINE / The Homeless Empowerment Project
906 Olive Street, Suite 1212 St. Louis, MO 63101
314-241-7744 or www.whatsupstl.com
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The Facts
About Global

Homelessness

• Over 100 million persons are homeless worldwide
and over 1 billion inadequately housed.
• At least 600 million people live in shelters that are life
threatening or health threatening.
• Every day, some 50,000 people, mostly women and
children, die as a result of poor shelter, polluted water
and inadequate sanitation.
• There are an estimated 1.3 billion people living in poverty
around the world of which 70 percent are women and girls.
• There are 23 million refugees, and 27 million internal
displaced people (within their own countries) worldwide,
nearly all of which are living in poverty.
• Homelessness directly affects one's health. In London, for
example, life expectancy among homeless people is more than
25 years lower than the national average.
• On any given night in the United States, it is estimated that some
842,000 people experience homelessness. Based on this data, the
annual projection is 3.5 million people.
Information compiled by the International Network of Street Newspapers
For more information please visit:
http://www.homeless.org.au/statistics/
http://www.un.org/

ART BY MAX BOUVATTE
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a problem

without borders
S

tefano Leonardi is a photographer currently
working in Hong Kong. The following images
are from his project “Homelessness and Urban
Poor Hong Kong.”
Leonardi project chronicles “one seemingly
never ending worldwide problem: homelessness
and the urban poor.” Recently, the Social Welfare
Department in Hong Kong has reported a rise in
registered street sleepers over the past year. Many
people have lost their jobs due to the finicial crisis.
They are unable to afford rent and pay off credit
cards.
“Families can’t afford to keep elderly relatives,
disabled, [or] mentaly ill relatives,” Lombardi said.
“Days and nights are spent trying to get by on
the streets; begging for food or money, living in
cardboard boxes, and sleeping outside all night
convenience stores.”

WHATS UP MAGAZINE
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90 minutes south of St. Louis, are home to an array
of organic vegetables, livestock, and poultry. The
couple, which also shares the land with their two
young children, has been tending to their own fields
for seven years.They were inspired by years of work
in restaurants and as laborers on different farms.
“Bryan always had the dream of farming and
farming his own land,” Christine tells the audience
while her husband sits off to her left. “He always
thought he would need $300,000 and a thousand
acres for a family to live off a farm.” She turns to
Bryan and smiles. “We were inspired by that fiveacre organic farm in western Maine; Bryan realized
RJ KOSCIELNIAK PROGRAM DIRECTOR
a family could live off a farm like that.”
Self-reliance remains a keystone in the conversation
of the American future. It’s the cipher raised by every
member of the political spectrum. It’s the question
of securing the moment in order to secure the next
one. Understanding one’s own definition of selfreliance is crucial to understanding how individuals
go about interacting and encountering their daily
n this SLOWednesday at Schlafly Bottleworks reality.The Slow Movement, an international tide of
in Maplewood, patience seems to be a fairly critical thinking related to food, cities, sex, leisure,
and transportation,
re c o g n i z a b l e
is about keying in
attribute in the 35
on a personal and
people sitting around
functional definition
the backroom tables.
of self-reliance. The
The four-item menu,
movement has its
printed in black on a
origins in Rome, when,
canvas cardstock, rests
LOOKING FOR
in 1986, a group of
inST. LOUIS
the ISmiddle
of each
A LEADER TO ANSWER
activists initiated
table
and tells of the
THE CONTEMPORARY
ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
protests against a
evening’s
special edibles.
PLAGUING THE CITY
McDonald’s located
Cold
beet soup. Caprese
Anthleme Brillat-Savarin, epicurean.
near the famed Spanish
salad. Smoked chicken.
Steps. Carlo Petrini, a
Squash and zucchini
gastronome and food
pasta. But, the real main
writer, led the call to
course of the evening is
Bryan and Christine Truemper, the owners of Farrar start Slow Food. In 20 years his vision and culinary
Out Farms (pronounced “far out”), who raised philosophy has spread through 50 countries and
or grew most of the critical components making mobilized 80,000 members. In 2004, Carl Honore,
up each dish. Members of the audience chat with a well-known London-based journalist, wrote “In
each other and take long bites into their meals, Praise of Slowness”, in which he highlighted the
chicken skin hanging out of mouths, deep purples achievements and aspirations of the various Slow
slurped from spoons, pasta pirouetting around forks, movements. He writes, “As the name suggests, the
heirloom tomatoes moved and matched with their movement stands for everything that McDonald’s
mozzarella companions–with a well of beer to wash does not: fresh, local, seasonal produce; recipes
it all down. Christine, with short light brown hair handed down through generations; sustainable
pulled behind her ears, takes the microphone. She’s farming; artisanal production; leisurely dining with
standing foreground to a slideshow projection of family and friends.” It’s an informed response to the
the Truemper’s farm. Their nine acres of farmland, mania of contemporary consumption.
editor@
whatsupstl.com

Haste is waste.
Slow down!

O
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“The destiny of
nations depends upon
the manner in which
they feed themselves.”

SLOWMOVEMENT
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A SLOWEDNESDAY MEAL AT SCHLAFFLY BOTTLEWORKS,
FEATURING INGREDIENTS FROM FARRAR OUT FARMS.

Slow Food is most popular in Europe and on the
American coasts, but a strong following has emerged
in Mound City, with over 400 individuals maintaining
communication with the St. Louis Slow Food chapter.
“I can’t eat a tomato out of season,” says Kelly
Childs, co-leader of St. Louis Slow Food. “It tastes
terrible.” The local chapter started in 2000 with a
few tastings and food-oriented events. Today, the
group hosts countless events, from Trivia Nights, to
SLOWednesdays, when farmers get the opportunity
to discuss the intimacies of their farms, to a movie
series on Urban Homesteading.
“Slow Food is about bringing back the pleasure of
food, because that’s been lost.” Childs moved back
to St. Louis three years ago and has been involved
with Slow Food for most of that time; she was born
in West County and moved around the country,
working as a corporate headhunter, before returning
to St. Louis.
“I discovered during corporate work that
corporations use the cheapest ingredients to
maintain the taste that the consumer public
associates with the product,” Childs said.
Slow Food is an answer to that dilemma; a way
to learn the often confusing ropes in order to

confront the surrealism of mass food production.
It’s not necessarily better for anyone if conscientious
consumers continue to patronize Whole Foods or
screen out everything that isn’t hyped as organic.
Childs says Slow Food isn’t about organic food,
but about good, clean, and fair food; good meaning
healthy, clean meaning sustainable, and fair meaning
workers are treated with dignity and a living wage.
Slow Food St. Louis has also started a campaign to
get real food into schools, a way of bringing healthy
food to kids, while also supporting local farmers.
Childs explains that the infrastructure is developing
that would allow students to experience better
and more sustainable food–success ultimately rests
in including everyone in the pursuit of good, clean,
fair food.
Bryan Truemper is excited about his career choice.
Standing before the dining crowd in the Schlafly
Bottleworks backroom, he holds the microphone
and talks with a confident enthusiasm about his farm.
“During the busy period, we’ll process about
100 turkeys a day on-site and then store them in
a rented refrigerator truck,” he says while staring
at the photo slideshow behind him. Processing is
a fancy word for slaughtering, but it’s an effective

ST LOUIS MISSOURI
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one. It’s indicative of a kind of knowledge base most
consumers don’t readily encounter. SLOWednesdays,
and events of similar ilk, are crucibles for the kind of
ideas and realities uncommon to the average eater.
These gatherings also allow farmers like Bryan to
take a different ownership of his land, to explain the
intricacies and nuances of his labors, and do it all in
front of a group of people that may not contemplate
the farmer as a critical component of their meal.
Farrar Out Farms has succeeded on the raw
aspirations, openness to new ideas, and impressive
diligence of the Truempers. The couple has found a
wealth of knowledge in their neighbors, as many of
them are seasoned pig farmers with wisdom to share.
“Everyone who works for us is somehow related
to Bryan,” Christine quips. While their farm may
not be a household name, they have amassed a
following at the Kirkwood Farmer’s Market and
are providing fresh stock to several high-end local
restaurants, including Erato and Niche. Slow Food
St. Louis noticed and awarded the Truempers a small

grant so they could start raising Red Wattle Hogs, a
species of pig that has dwindled with the exigencies
of modern commodity farms. An audience member
asks Bryan if he has any free time,“No. I work 60-65
hours a week.” It’s the kind of answer you’d expect
from someone who’s appreciating that he doesn’t
have to supplement his income by milking neighbors’
cows or standing over stoves in Cape Girardeau
restaurants. His success is small, but he and Christine
are satisfied.“Every year we do a little better,” Brian
said. “I wouldn’t say we are struggling to survive.”
Suddenly, Christine chimes in, “We live at the
poverty level and we are proud of that. Seven years
after starting a sustainable agriculture farm we are
raising a family of four.” This is the kind of moment
indicative of true progress, of understanding the
visceral plight of the men and women who labor
to provide the food so often taken for granted. It
becomes an experiment in participation; it becomes
a willingness to see the innovation and struggle
of fellow Missouri residents striving to feed their
families and their neighbors.
CHRISTINE TRUEMPER TALKS ABOUT HER LIFE ON FARRAR OUT
That kind of moment can
FARMS AND EXPERIENCE WITH THE SLOW MOVEMENT AT
vindicate our patience.
SLOWEDNESDAY ON SEPT. 9.
The Slow Movement is
an opportunity rife with
possibility for the future; it is
filled with the kind of potential
to free Americans from the
bondage of mass-produced
food, while also answering the
frenetic pace and frenzy of
unmitigated consumption with
a placidity of critical thinking.
“There’s a core there and
you can know if you want,”
Childs explains. Still, food
is only a part of the puzzle.
Our notion of self-reliance,
of what we believe in and
how we utilize our capacities,
must embrace versatility and
advance forward bound to our
most beloved communities
and individuals. Understanding
the existence of problems is
noble but still just one unsure
step towards applying the
right of kind of social calculus
to solve them. Slow Food
St. Louis, with its committed

WHATS UP MAGAZINE
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SLOWMOVEMENT
co-leaders and cadre of informed gourmands,
Innovation is the practice of intellectual and
is about appreciating the power of food and creative freedom. It is the manumission of the mind
acknowledging its importance in experiencing the into new frontiers, the blasting through of antiquated
world and bringing people together.
dogmas, and atonement for the sins of the past.
“Go home and cook a meal with your friends and Innovation is the absolution of society’s mistakes–
family,” Childs advised. “It blossoms from there.”
growth where development was once mitigated–and
As Bryan and Christine conclude the discussion of the emergence of new codes and rules for a better,
Farrar Out Farms,
more integrated,
one can’t help but
and more equitable
feel the audience has
human enterprise.
been told a slew of
Authentic innovation
secrets, that they’ve
is a line in the
somehow invaded
American narrative
the private space of
o f t e n re h e a r s e d
a farmer and seen
but rarely recited;
the world of food
this society tumbles
as it was meant
into its future
to be: dirty, loving,
misrepresenting
i n n o v a t i ve , a n d
advancement
exhausting. There’s
as innovation,
a purity about that
democracy as
kind of life , and
dialogue, and partiality
there’s a purity in
as negotiation. The
hearing the stories
words holistic,
and learning the
community-based,
practices of those
and inclusive have
tending the fields
been estranged
Carl Honore, author “In Praise of Slowness”
and maintaining the
o f t h e i r g e nu i n e
animal pens. They
definitions, placed
are the authors of a
under the implements
narrative that could
of a connotative
have been told a
cosmetic surger y,
million times over, but it is one they can tell uniquely and all returned to the lexicon of innocuous words
when it is articulated with their genuine care and rendered meaningless by their interchangeability.The
boundless compassion.
same infirmities of yesterday emerge into today’s
Anthleme Brillat-Savarin, the famed epicurean, picture window, and the same myriad problems
once wrote, “The destiny of nations depends upon faced in the hours before and after tonight’s twilight
the manner in which they feed themselves.” The will rise unimpeded with tomorrow’s sun. Progress
recent past of this nation has been a forgettable becomes grounded in suffering the day; progress has
one in which citizens have used self-reliance against become the tolerance of episodic injustices–a fugue
each other, as they manipulated and jostled for the of ageless inaction plaguing the rhetoric of innovation
highest economic class–food became victim of those and change. Society moves forward at a vulgar pace
behaviors. Slow Food St. Louis and the Truempers set by tradition, the orthodoxy of velocity informed
are emblems of a growing movement that expects by the technocratic rules of achievement and success,
more of producers and consumers, and in that and it tunnels through without lodging a complaint
belief the future may be sound. This society must against any of the daily wrongs. It becomes content
continue to labor for change in this moment, but within its speed, watching modern maladies whiz
be conscientious of its destiny. And in a world that’s by in a long faceless blur, and it waits for no one; it
beginning to come to grips with some of its most assists no fellow travelers for it has no patience for
routine injustices, patience can be one of the truest stragglers. But, real progress is about patience.
form of progress.

“As the name suggests,
the movement stands for
everything that McDonald’s
does not: fresh, local, seasonal
produce; recipes handed
down through generations;
sustainable farming; artisanal
production; leisurely dining
with family and friends.”
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the future of st. louis'
P

rogress doesn’t happen without hard work. One
of the required precursors to work is dialogue. To
that end, we thought it wise to bring together some
great minds on the subject of transit in the region as
our contribution toward work that will continue to
improve the region. Whats Up managed to convince
Steve Patterson (UrbanReviewSTL) , Dr.Todd Swanstrom
(Department of Political Science at UMSL), and Courtney
Sloger (Government Affairs at Metro) to gather
downtown for a conversation on mass transit in the St.
Louis region.
Whats Up prepped them with a list of questions,
convinced them to record themselves and let them go on
for 45 minutes. Below is our best attempt to condense
the lively and informative discussion into an article for
your education and enjoyment.The entire interview will
be available on our website.
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Whats Up: What do you feel is the most simple
and realistic short-term improvement to public
transit that could be implemented in the next 1
to 3 years given current economic conditions?
Steve Patterson: I would certainly think that wayfinding is a realistic goal given the current conditions.You
go to a bus stop and if someone doesn’t have a transit
map memorized knowing where the #97 bus goes, for
example, is a impossible. The question of, “will this bus
take me from where I’m standing to where I want to
go?” is a real question, because there are no maps or
guidance to tell someone.
Todd Swanstrom: How does way-finding benefit the
end user?
SP: Way-finding helps someone who is unfamiliar with

Meet
Our
Panel:
WHATS UP MAGAZINE

the system better understand the stops along a particular
route and whether or not a particular route will take you
where you want to go–rather than having to get in your
car and drive somewhere or take a taxi...
TS: I agree. Shifting to a very different scale, I am hopeful
that within three years we can pass a tax in St. Louis
County both for expanding the light-rail and for restoring
the bus lines. My understanding is that we are short nearly
half of the cuts–but only through May 2010.The St. Louis
cuts, according to a recent study, were the most severe
in the nation. St. Louis has a serious structural deficit...
I’m hopeful that the federal government will expand the
New Start program that will help the designed (but not
engineered) North/South MetroLink at-grade line, which
won’t be nearly as expensive as the last expansion....
SP: I personally prefer it at-grade, because when it is
underground...it is out of sight and out of mind. I feel
the way the system is designed–it functions as a way
to get suburbanites downtown–it is not meant to help
someone along the line who goes a mile and a half one
direction or the other from where they live to go to
the store. I personally would advocate turning it to a
street car system that is intentionally meant to connect
neighborhoods together.
TS: The light rail system in St. Louis is a hybrid between
light rail and heavy rail...then there is light rail, trolleys
and then buses.The bus system is actually well-articulated
to help people get around within the density of the
city. The trouble with buses is they don’t tend to shape
development patterns. Light rail, on the other, is a fixed
investment that developers can see it and know a region is
committed.This really encourages clustered more dense
development. So, I don’t think it is unrealistic to expect
S t eve Pa t t e r s o n fo u n d e d
UrbanReviewSTL.com in 2004.
In 2006 he began working on a
Masters in Urban Planning & Real
Estate Development at Saint Louis
University. In 2007 Steve went carfree and moved downtown. Steve
completed the coursework for his
Masters degree in June 2009 and
will graduate in December 2009.

Steve Patterson

STLTRANSIT
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transit: a conversation

WU: What, in each of your opinion, are the
biggest impediments to a successfully operated

and regionally-respected transit system?
SP: Well, I guess this system supposes that we don’t have
a respected system?
TS: We don’t in the sense that Metro doesn’t go into
St. Charles County. They’ve rejected that twice, which
shows that we have some real flaws. I think the success
of the system requires that counties like St. Charles
join the system. Frankly, I think that is the direction
the sentiment is moving in the future... but what is the
biggest impediment? The biggest impediment is lowdensity patterns of development, which makes transit
much more inefficient in the St. Louis context–causing
ridership for both the light rail and buses to be not as
good as in denser forms of development. I believe, and
statistics prove that demographics are moving toward
smaller houses, empty nesters, and higher energy costs
are going to lead to denser forms of development that
will better support transit.
SP: Well, what if you took that idea and started to look at
targeting our transit dollars around denser development
and NOT spend money driving buses out to the West
County Mall? Perhaps that is just where the jobs are
located, but I think we could look at severely limiting
where we send buses outside of the job centers and
consider limiting the majority of our buses and light rail
to the City of St. Louis and the inner-ring suburbs?
CS: I think the biggest impediment is the lack of good
balance between state and local funding sources – or at
least an understood balance. If you look at our peer cities,
there is often some balance of financial support between
the state and local sources. We are in a unique situation
here, where the state does not provide a lot of funding,
making us much more dependent locally for both capital

Todd Swanstrom is the Des
Lee Professor of Community
Collaboration and Public Policy
Administration at UMSL. He
is co-author of Place Matters,
which won the Michael Harrington
Award “for an outstanding book
that demonstrates how scholarship
can be used in the struggle for a
better world.”

Courtney Sloger works in the
Governmental Affairs and Legal
Department at Metro, and serves
as an editor of Metro’s transit
blog, www.nextstopstl.org.
Courtney is also a board member
of Sustainable St. Louis and a
member of the Strategic Planning
Committee of Missouri Votes
Conservation Education Fund.

the voters of the county to approve a tax increase that
has already been supported by the voters of the city–and
will kick in when the county approves their tax. It now
appears that a lot of political outreach needs to take
place, as it lost by only 5,000 votes after six months of
very negative publicity. I think the important thing is to
not get in a battle between bus users and light rail users,
like in Los Angeles. Rather they should work together...
we need it all! Unfortunately, the buses are much more
labor intensive. When you have a budget crisis you
lose bus routes first which can impact low-income and
minority folks more. So we have to pay close attention
to the system finances to make sure that bus routes are
preserved and then we invest in light-rail that we hope
will generate the kind of transit-oriented development
that will lead to denser forms of development.
Courtney Sloger: Both great ideas guys, but I think
the most realistic is dealing with customer service
issues, communication and life issues. Asking and
understanding…what are the issues for Metro riders
and how can we improve their experience. If you are
looking at the economic situation, for the next 1 to 3
years, there are not going to be any major infrastructure
changes besides moving around the buses – even if an
initiative gets passed – but there are ways to improve
communication between the public and Metro: about
the role of Metro, the strengths of Metro, about riders’
experiences in terms of what are they running into,
what their concerns are... In my opinion, this is where
we should focus on.

Todd Swanstrom

Courtney Sloger
ST LOUIS MISSOURI
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and operations funding.
SP: I would throw out that the idea of a respected system
has to do with who doesn’t respect it. Are we talking
about legislators or people that might actually be users
of the system? Because I think to a degree, I know I have
this bias...folks don’t care for the buses....
CS: Well, why don’t you like the buses? Is it a comfort
aspect?
SP: I just like the rail so much...you can look down the
line and see the wires and you know it is coming your
direction–and won’t take a right turn just before where
you are waiting.
TS: Well, I sort of feel the same way because when I go
to the Metrolink I know a train is going to arrive in the
next 15 or 20 minutes... I guess part of that regularity is
what attracts people to rail..... but modern technology
can really improve the experience for finding your way
around the system related to signage, time tables and
way-finding.And to your statement, Courtney, about state
funding, I think Missouri contributes roughly $1.60 per
capita and Illinois is closer to $50...the state legislature
does not understand the value of transit.
SP: I’d love to see our transit map on Google...so you
could map your route from home or office before getting
to the street.
CS: Well, that is now available, as of mid-June 2009 Metro
is a participant in Google Transit.You go to Google Maps
and enter in your addresses and there is now an option
for “Public Transit” and it will pull up all the available
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routes. Hopefully, we’d love to find somebody who has
the time to create an application for the iPhone that uses
the same data feed. CTA in Chicago has an app that allows
you to see your bus moving in real time…and while we
don’t have the technology for that now, it is something
that could be possible.
TS: However, there is still the mismatch between those
that can afford the technology and those who ride public
transit. I think public transit is identified with low-income
and minorities and that is a tough subject to address.
[That] is probably one of the reasons that St. Charles
rejected the expansion of undesirables having easy access
to their community–which is really an issue of fear–and
something that needs to be addressed. Another fear is
that MetroLink access would negatively affect property
values. I feel [this] has been proven to be untrue, but is
a concern you hear all the time. I think increased traffic
congestion for the broad middle-class in our region these
will lead to increased positive experiences with public
transit which will hopefully lead to increased demand and
improved public perception, but there are deep distrusts
and fears that are real.
WU: What initiatives or efforts are working for
Metro that the average citizen is not aware of?
What can be done to build on the success?
SP: I guess the local public transit option in Google
Maps...is certainly something that I wasn’t aware of...I
knew it was being worked on and talked about [and]
that is really great.
TS: Citizens for Modern Transit has committees that are
responsible for stations....they inspect them and come up
with ratings for Metro. From my perspective, the program
has been quite successful at keeping the stations clean and
reporting problems. So, I’m not sure the public is broadly
aware of that, but it has been really effective.
CS: One thing that we are really proud of from an
operations standpoint is that St. Louis has one of the
best preventative maintenance programs in the country
when it comes to our rail and bus lines. We went from
buses being able to run 125,000 to 250,000 miles to up
to 300,000 to 500,000 miles per bus. So, our buses don’t
stall out as often, don’t break down as often, and cost
less to maintain. MetroLink vehicles can operate more
than 1 million miles before they have to be replaced with
the idea behind it being that it is just more cost-effective.
It saves money, leads to fewer breakdowns and allows
for great regularity. There are a lot of these little things
going on throughout the operations side where individual
managers and supervisors are making tweaks in how they
are performing their duties that actually save money and
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save time and we are being recognized for it professionally
throughout the industry but it is harder to communicate
to the public that has an idea of what the agency is like,
and that isn’t usually doesn’t an image of a guy replacing
upholstery in-house rather than sending it out, or garage
drains that allow us to both change our own oil on the
buses, recycle the oil and allow them to empty for 24
hours which helps with better performance over time.
All things that have been going on for the past 8 or 9
years that as we’ve been running into this financial crisis
have caused us to tighten our belts creatively, because
we can’t just provide the same services given changes in
energy prices and smaller budgets.
TS: The image of Metro as a major failure is unfortunate
because of the lawsuit but the agency has made major
changes with reduced absenteeism and workman’s
compensation–Metro is an efficiently managed agency and
sadly the public does not have that impression because
all the negative publicity. These are just hard things to
communicate.
CS: Well, we have the unusual experience of being
both a marketable service and being a component
of the transportation infrastructure. So, we have to
communicate with the public, market the product and still
meet the infrastructure needs of being able to transfer
people to jobs, to schools to mitigate traffic congestion.
This is a unique experience compared with other utilities
such as water, sewer, electric where you don’t have an
option. Whereas for many, public transit is an option.
WU: How would ridership be affected if Metro
was free?
SP: About 21% of Metro’s revenue comes from the fare
box. So you would be looking at a 21% gap in funding
that would need to be replaced with other funds. There
are programs in Illinois for the elderly and disabled that
are very popular and probably a better option than just
making the whole system free. Personally, I also wonder
if we would utilize and value the system the same if it
was free or would we just take it for granted?
TS: The experiment with the free-zones worked great
because it makes MetroLink an option for everyone
during the lunch hour but those were cut with the
funding issues.
CS: There are systems that are reduced but I don’t know
of any, even internationally, that are 100% free. Honestly,
I don’t think I could answer where the cost-benefit
breakpoint is…because if you assume increased ridership
would result from a free system you also have to increase
operators, staffing, security, and amenities.
TS: Well, I think we should keep it affordable but those
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additional dollars improve the system and allow for
expansion and improvement of the system. Unless there
is some huge increase in ridership reducing vehicle traffic
patterns...I don’t know if it would be justified.
SP: For example, I have an appointment tomorrow and
while I could take Metro...I choose to drive...because I
already own the car, pay the insurance and I would have
to take cash out of my pocket to pay for the transit pass.
CS: Well, that is part of the whole looking at transportation
as a system rather than a series of linear transport
choices. I don’t physically myself own a car…but I borrow
one on a pretty regular basis and when I’m sharing the
expense of maintenance…that tallies up in my mind,
versus taking transit or my bike – which I realize isn’t an
option for everybody but there is so much less overhead
with transit, let alone the time recapture one gains from
transit…which allows me to sit there a play Sudoku on
my Blackberry just feels like a better use of my time
than driving.
TS: Well, you can’t just own 1/10th of a car and the fixed
costs of car ownership versus transit seem to come out
in favor of transit in the long-run. I think programs like
WeCar are possibly a great benefit to transit as you start
to see families owning just one car or even have zero
cars...but you have to have some way to get to work
and these are all part of the successful transit system in
our region.
CS: It is important to remember that St. Louis didn’t
have these options 20 years ago…and thinking ahead
another 20 years it is pretty exciting to think of the
potential.We have a very unique land use dynamic in the
region, where what was once abundant cheap land that
developers could build on…our per capita density is very
low compared with cities out east or in the west.We are
just a different animal when looking at transit from most
other areas that are landlocked – we have low land cost
and housing costs as a result but it comes with a unique
challenge to balance.
What can the average citizen do to promote
and protect our local transit system right now?
According to Courtney Sloger:
b Take every opportunity you can to use public transit
and treat it as a challenge.
b Take the small steps that can over time create really
dynamic transportation habits for everyone.
b Visit Metro’s blog at Nextstopstl.org or Citizen
for Modern Transit’s website or check out the
different blogs that are expanding the public forum and
promoting transit.
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Slice of St. Louis
bike life
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t’s three AM on a Saturday morning and I’m riding
my bike down Morgan Ford with a group I met
that night. The smell of fresh donuts suddenly
overwhelms the group.With that scent in the air, we
were all craving sweet fried flour. I spy a “DONUTS”
sign on the sidewalk turn right, motioning for my
new friends to follow. We stare, mouths watering,
at a man behind an unlit neon sign that would have
read, “OPEN.” The man acknowledges us and we
tell him that we’d even pay for yesterday’s donuts at
this point! He goes inside and comes out a minute
later with a paper bag that hadn’t yet gotten that
greasy clearness. Inside is a donut for each of us,
and they’re the most delicious donuts anyone’s ever
eaten. After indulging, we saddle up and head home.
Later, on Tower Grove, this guy named Eliot hits a
pothole. Someone yells, “Flat! Flat!” and we all stop
and pull our bikes off the road. The questions start
flowing: “Who has a flat?” “I have that patch kit,”
“You have a tube, don’t you?” “Does anyone have an
Allen wrench? It’s supposed to be quick release, but
this thing is in the way.” Realizing that I’m useless in
this situation, I survey the abandoned road and chat
with my fellow bikers as it doesn’t take all of us to
fix a flat tire.
Seven o’clock on a Tuesday night, I’m panting and
sweating beneath the Arch with 20 other whitewater
kayakers on bikes. I watch the tourists and try to
imagine what would bring them to St. Louis and
what they thought of it once they were here.We fly
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past someone holding a video camera and I make
a face and imagine that I’m making someone’s first
impression of St. Louis a little more exciting.
At one AM on a different Saturday night, my
family and I are straddling our bicycles in a pack of
thousands of people with their bikes. We are just
outside the Soldier’s Memorial Park, waiting. If you
look up across the top of the crowd, all you can
see is a sea of shiny helmets. My uncle is trying to
convince us to leave the closed off area and sneak
up past the start so we can begin riding.We jokingly
tell him that this is the whole ride, and explain that
we walk our bikes 14 miles in the middle of the night
with thousands of other people—because of liability
issues they won’t let such a large group of people
ride bikes all at once. He is not pleased. After we
finally start riding, we don’t see him until the party
at the end of the route where we are offered infinite
moon pies and beer.
All three of these rides happened in the last month
in St. Louis. Sometimes the pace is competitive and
it would be hard to keep up on a mountain bike if it
weren’t for stoplights and traffic, while other weeks
the ride is more laid back, people towing kids in
bike trailers.
I think the one reason bikers do their weekly ride
is for exercise. However, I’m excited when people
go downtown to revel in the open roads and air. It
increases the number of face-to-face interactions
while decreasing car traffic and makes the city a
more welcoming place. There are probably lots of
other small rides that happen regularly in St. Louis,
maybe you can start one with some friends or your
row of cubicles at the office.
The ride that had me out until 4 AM was the most
recent Full Moon Fiasco with the FBC (F***ing Bike
Club). Somewhere between 200 and 300 people
showed up at Turtle Park on a Friday night. Most of
them were probably in their 20s and also drinking
beer.This was my first time riding with the FBC, and
though I showed up by myself, I met with unexpected
friends and made a few new ones. Somewhere
between the start and our final destination, I was
enlisted in a bike gang called the Grape Slushies.They
signed me up after introductions, sharing some spicy
peanuts and my admiration of a really silly hat.Their
gang activities apparently include wearing silly hats,
riding in costumes, and, as I found out later, fixing
flats at 3am! I was really thankful for the Grape
Slushies when it was time to go home. I hadn’t
thought about how we would get back. I assumed
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we’d ride back in the same pack we arrived in, but
there wasn’t any mass group departure.As it turned
out, most of the Grape Slushies lived near me and
were craving donuts.
I never met anyone who was “in charge,”
though someone definitely was. Riders were
given instructions earlier that day via web: “bring
a passport, we are leaving the state.” As a result,
everyone showed up anticipating a trip over the
Mississippi. I asked a few people around me what
was going on, if they knew where we were going
or who they were here with. Most of them told me
that they were there with one goal, to Have Fun.
We started off in a huge pack overtaking the little
streets of Dogtown, and headed south. No one knew
where we were going. We just followed the flock
of bikes and red blinking lights. I assume someone
in front had a plan, probably this fabled “in charge”
person. The ride ended up not in Illinois, but at a
Latino club on South Broadway called Tequila Wyld,
which did feel very much like being out of state. I
doubt it was a destination any riders would have
chosen on their own, but everyone had a great time.
Just the experience of biking through the streets in
such a large group in the middle of the night was
exhilarating.
As I was riding that night, I overheard stories about
themed rides of yore: underwear rides, Halloween
rides, and an annual Prom ride, where not only is
there a huge unexplained pack of bikers in the middle
of the night, but they’re in costumes! Either way, they
cause quite a scene. There were a few cars on the
road that didn’t appreciate us taking up our allotted
lane, but most people cheered us on.
The Moonlight Ramble also had plenty of people
cheering, when we rode through the St. Louis
University neighborhood we passed little clusters of
college-aged people cheering, cat calling, and having
a great time.This is the only bike ride I’ve ever been
on that included college students tailgating. The
Moonlight Ramble happens only once a year, there
are thousands of people there who pay $30 each
to officially participate. This money goes to charity
and gets you a T-shirt, a wristband, and roadside
assistance should anything go wrong. City streets
are closed for the duration of the ride and there
are volunteers to show the way.
It’s not that often that hundreds or thousands of
people travel 14-25 miles each, within a city, and don’t
burn any fuel other than their dinners.
If I could change something about bike culture

in St. Louis, it would be to
have a roomy bike lane
on every road. I’d love
to see everyone who
was commuting a short
distance to and from
work to do it on a bike
instead of in their car.
Also, a mandator y
helmet rule would
be nice. Ideally,
drivers wouldn’t
view bikes as
obstacles and instead would g i v e
them their space, knowing that it’s one
less car on the road.
Living in a sprawling city like St.
Louis necessitates a lot of driving.
But as our diminishing atmosphere
threatens our continued existence,
the pressure is on everyone of us
to find creative and sustainable
means of living. With populations
skyrocketing worldwide, it becomes
clear that our most logical and
sustainable habitats as humans are
in cities. Here our needs can be
concentrated in close areas, thereby
reducing the need to drive and
emit harmful carbons. Along with
improved public transit, the bicycle is
a crucial part of this effort. Beside the
bicycle’s eco-friendliness it is simply
fun, and good for you.
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The
Deal with Wheels
b Most ozone pollution is caused by motor

vehicles, which account for 72% of nitrogen
oxides and 52% of reactive hydrocarbons
(principal components of smog). (7, 1990)
b Using a bicycle to commute four days a week
for four miles (one-way) saves 54 gallons of gas
annually.
b The U.S. uses about half of the world’s gasoline.
b Bicycle MPG: If we spent our gas money (at
$2.30/gallon) on food to fuel our biking, that
$2.30 would take us 26 miles on beef, 48 miles
on potatoes, 106 miles on beans, and 109 miles
on rice.
SOURCE: http://bicycleuniverse.info
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Save the Earth and your budget
by cleaning with what you have in your kitchen
Lemon

Vinegar

Lemon juice is a great
disinfectant! Just combine one part
lemon juice to one part water.

Mix one part vinegar to one
part water in a spray bottle for a natural
disinfectant and deodorizer.

Rub lemon on cutting boards to eliminate odor.

The same mixture can be used to mop your bathroom
floor! (Test your diluted solution before use on tile since
vinegar is acidic and could eat your grout.) Don’t worry, the
smell is gone as soon as your solution dries!
Dirty toilet? Flush and add undiluted vinegar into the bowl.
Scrub with a brush to get rid of rings.

Combine 1 cup olive oil and 1/2 cup lemon juice for
an all-natural hardwood furniture polish.
Clean your microwave by adding 4 tbs. of lemon
juice with 1 cup of water. Nuke for five
minutes. The grease will now easily
wipe away!

Vinegar is great for laundry. Just add 1/2 a cup to
the rinse cycle instead of fabric softener.

Baking Soda
Many people already use baking soda
to freshen their fridge since it is such a good
deodorizer. It can also be used as a gentle cleaner!
Sprinkle some baking soda on a wet sponge to cut down
baked in grease on your stovetop.
Remember using baking soda for middle school science
projects? Use the same principle to clean your clogged drains!
Simply pour 1 cup baking soda down the blocked drain
followed by 1 cup vinegar (try microwaving the vinegar
in the microwave first). Wait a few minutes for the
reaction, then flush out the drain with hot water.

Looking for green cleaners at the store? You might like these!
Arm & Hammer Essentials
Multi-Surface Cleaner is a
plant-based spray that’s great for
kitchens, bathrooms and windows.
One bottle comes with two refills
of concentrated spray, which you
mix with tap water.You only need
to buy one bottle, saving plastic.

Clorox GreenWorks toilet
bowl cleaner uses coconutbased agents and essential oil to
clean the dirtiest seat in your
house. This powerful cleaner
will do the job of a traditional
toilet bowl cleaner without nasty
phosphorus or bleach. Plus, it
smells great!

STEFF SANCHEZ EDITOR
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Organic: what’s
in a name?
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hile organic products are currently all
the rage, this style of farming has very
old roots. Only in the past 150 years
have humans strayed from the traditional agricultural
techniques used since the domestication of plants
and animals thousands of years ago.  
While the introduction of synthetic fertilizers
(such as ammonia) in the early 20th century made
industrial farming possible, the
term “organic” was coined in
the Western world to
describe food produced
using traditional
land management
methods.
Although
factory
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farming and the use of petrochemical fertilizers and
pesticides have sustained the world’s exponential
population growth, organic products are becoming
increasingly more popular in industrialized countries.
In the United States, organic food is regulated
through the United States Department of
Agriculture’s National Organic Program (NOP),
which sets standards for organic agricultural
production. Farmers producing agricultural products
in excess of $5,000 per year are able to apply for
certification by the USDA.
As stipulated by the NOP, in order to receive
certification, “crops are raised without using most
conventional pesticides, petroleum-based fertilizers,
or sewage sludge-based fertilizers. Animals raised
on an organic operation must be fed organic feed
and given access to the outdoors.They are given no
antibiotics or growth hormones.”
Certification, however, has a number of setbacks,
especially for small producers–helping to drive up
the cost of organic food. Cerification from the USDA
is often subsidized. In Missouri there is a certification
cost share program that reimburses up to 75% up to
a maximum of $750 for certification costs. However,
application and legal fees exclude smaller farmers
from legally claiming their food is organic.
Accreditation from the more stringent International
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements
(IFOAM), for example, can cost in excess of $10,000.
As demand for organic produce increases and
becomes more available in larger outlets, production
will begin to favor larger producers and organic
farming on a “factory” scale.
The higher cost of using organic products raises
a number of issues regarding accessibility and class
consciousness.A higher proportion of upper middle
class individuals consume organic products as they
are aware of the health benefits of eating nonprocessed and, ideally, locally raised foods.
The paradox is that, while organic
growing practices have been the
inexpensive norm for thousands
of years, the vast majority of
consumers receive their sustenance
from large, multinational farming
operations.
Organic food advocates, such
as IFOAM argue that the increased
cost of organic food covers not only
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the food itself but contriburtes to “environmental
enhancement and protection...higher standards of
animal welfare...avoidance of health risks to farmers
due to inappropriate handling of pesticides...[and]
rural development.”
That organic foods have been raised in an
ecologically and, hopefully, socially conscious manner
help make up for this fact. Government agencies
mandate acceptable levels of toxins in the food supply,
which covers all manner of pesticides and herbicides
used in conventional agriculture. However, levels
deemed acceptable by large institutions may not be
deemed acceptible by mothers of infants. Should
we be consuming products that contain teratogenic
chemicals (even if they are in microscopic amounts)?
This is for the consumer to decide.
While there are clear benefits to avoiding
needlessly consuming large quanities of harmful
chemicals (at the very least harmful in large
quantities), the UK’s Food Standards Agency (an
offshoot of the UK’s equivalent of the USDA) issued
a report in August of 2006 on organic products,
which denies any nutritional gains in consuming
organic produce: “Consumers may choose to buy
organic fruit, vegetables, and meat because they
believe them to be more nutritious than other food.
However, the balance of current scientific evidence
does not support this view.”
In a recent interview on NPR’s weekly program,
Science Friday James McWilliams, author of “Just
Food: Where Locavores Get It Wrong and How
We Can Truly Eat Responsibly” discussed the
relationship between local conventional agriculture
and organically produced imported products and
their relationship to well-being and the carbon
footprint. McWilliams points out that the overall
energy output required to grow plants or raise
animals exists in the realm of production. Only
approximately 10% of related carbon emissions in
a product is directly related to transportation; the
remainder of pollution caused is directly related
to the fossil fuels used in planting, irrigating, and
harvesting the products. Based on McWilliams’
argument, purchasing organic, grass fed New Zealand
lamb at Whole Foods–despite having traveled around
the world–becomes more ecologically sustainable
than purchasing grain-fed lamb, raised two hours
outside of St. Louis.
Ultimately, the choice is left to the consumer.
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There are clear ecologic and social benefits to
“going organic” but the nutritional benefits are not
as clear. One of the detriments of the organic food
movement is the development of organic junk food
such as chips, pretzels, crackers, or cheese, that are
widely available at health food stores across the
nation. The true cornerstone to a healthy diet is the
consumption of fresh fruits, vegetables, and whole
grains (whether conventionally grown with synthetic
fertilizers or organically produced).

The Skinny on Organic
Z The term “organic farming” was coined in 1940,
referring to the farm as an organism.
Z Processed organic products that contain a
minimum of 70% of organic ingredients may be
labeled “organic”.
Z Agricultural products labeled “organic” must
consist of at least 95 percent organically
produced ingredients (the remaining ingredients
must be on the NOP's list of approved
substances).
Z T h e U S DA s e t s m i n i m u m l e g a l
definitions. International standards are often
more stringent and individual producers may
decide whether or not to receive further
accreditation.
Z Approximately 2% of all agricultural products
and approximately 3% of national food and
beverage sales are organic products.
Z Organic farming is currently growing at a 20%
per year rate despite organic food costing 10%
to 40% more than conventional products.
Z Organic produce is typically more flavorful than
the conventional equivalents.
Z Organic meat and poultry must be hormone
and antibiotic free. Ill animals receiving
pharmaceutical treatment must be pulled from
dairy and meat lines for a specific number of
days as not to contaminate meat and dairy
products.
Z Farm animals “must have access to the
outdoors, including access to pasture.They may
be temporarily confined only for reasons of
health, safety, the animal's stage of production,
or to protect soil and water quality”.
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What’s Really Up?

brother in January of nineteen-eighty-five. He had
been out there for awhile and had established himself
a good-paying job, as well as a place to stay. Within
my first week of being there I got a job working with
an asphalt company. Then in two weeks time, I got
another job driving and delivering office furniture.
Then after being there at that job for about a month,
I got yet another job delivering freight for a well
known transportation company. I said to myself,
“How sweet it is. I could do this forever.”
It was then in March of the same year I got hooked
on crack. My brother had introduced me to the
“Hubba”. That was the street name of crack at that
time in Oakland.After that first hit, I became as they
say,“Stuck”.That adrenaline rush took over my mind,
body, and soul. Everything began to change. From
that point forward, my life would never be the same.
Things like morals, respect, and responsibilities, are
only a few of the many attributes that built a solid
foundation for me as a child. I gave them all up in a
puff of smoke. I became deeply influence by an entity
that was greater than me. I stayed employed at my
job until December of nineteen-eighty-six. I was still
using all of this time. Finally, I realized I was on that
“Highway To Hell.” After a few hundred miles or so,
I saw a sign that said, (St. Louis Next Exit). I took it.

Recently Mr. X was granted to an exclusive
interview with a gentleman that is a writer for this
very publication…he may not be a household name,
but your readers that support Whats Up Magazine, Upon my arrival home, the first thing I did was to
I’m sure that you know him. His name is Darrell Page, secure myself a good-paying job.This was something
and as some would say…let’s get this party started! that I never had a problem doing.“Yeah, just like that.”
Soon, my family members became very worried
Mr. X.: Darrell Page, what landed you in a wheelchair? about my mood swings.They were up, down, in, out,
and all around. I quickly found myself in a situation
D.P.: I’m a victim of a gunshot wound. As the result where I needed to do something fast. My appetite for
of this incident, I have a complete spinal cord injury the drug grew immensely. Call me crazy, but I enjoyed
that has left me paralyzed from the waist down. that rush.” That’s when I found myself working in a
“I’m half the man I used to be, but more man than I “crack-house”. I soon learned how to perpetrate
was.” I was shot with a .380 caliber semi-automatic and manipulate. I quickly moved up through the
hand gun, and to this day the bullet still remains in ranks, and I became a “street-level-dealer.
my spinal cord.The perpetrator was a member of a
family that I grew up with, and this incident occurred That’s when I acquired the name “Tax-Man”.You see
on July 2, 1992 at 1:30 A.M. on a Tuesday.
back in those days, every one had to pay their taxes.
I wasn’t a violent person just a smart one. I soon
Mr. X.: Would you mind sharing a few events that became what I used to call a “free-lance employee”.
led up to this point?
I would employ my services to any one that was
paying the right price. I sold only to support my
D.P.: Well, let us go back to Oakland, CA. As I habit. Believe it or not, this was only a part-time job
remember, I went to Oakland, CA. to visit my oldest for me. Let’s not forget about my full-time job that I
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was holding down. Stupidity never ceases to amaze D.P.: Not yet. Every since I was a little boy at the
age of six, or seven years old, I’ve had this life-long
me. I even amaze myself every now and then.
dream. That dream was to become a professional
Mr. X: Do have any bitter feelings in your life truck-driver. I’ve been able to see that dream
toward the world as a result of your actions and come true. I’ve secured myself not one, but two
different professional truck-driving certificates.
consequences?
I’ve graduated in the up percentage of my class at
D.P.: The world is cool with me. It doesn’t owe me. Central High School in the year of nineteen-seventyI owe it. I feel like God has given us a “special-gift”. nine. I received a diploma, not a “G.E.D”. I’ve even
Unlike the animals, we have been given the ability performed at a high enough level, at one of my many
to choose. Either we can choose what’s right or places of employment to receive a certificate as a
what’s wrong. As a result of the wrong choices that certified fork-lift operator through Caterpillar.
we make, there will be consequences that we must
to pay. My own results are from the results of me. Mr. X.: I guess this will rap up our interview. Oh,
just one more question. Is there something that you
There are a lot of people out here that have a very would like to say to someone, who knows someone
bitter attitude toward the world.This attitude stems that’s going through a tough time in their life now?
from the bitterness that they have planted within
their hearts. That bitterness that they have, it’s like D.P.: First of all, I want to thank you for taking a
a severe case of cancer. This is a medical fact about personal interest in me. I hope that these words can
cancer, Left untreated it will kill you from the inside. change just one person’s outlook on life. Now, yes
I personally keep myself going by trying to help it is something I would like to say to that someone.
I’ve heard this from a wise man, “You better man
someone.
down, or you’ll be a man down.”
Mr. X.: Are you personally affected by some of
those stereo-types that are attached to people in
wheelchairs?
D.P.: What most people take for granted, has
become a thing of my past.There are so many people
out there that “try” to hide their feelings. Well, I’ve
got news for ya, ain’t it funny that the way you feel
is written all over your face. You want to know
something that’s really funny. It’s when I’m out on
the streets and some one asks me, “Do you need
some help with that?” I’ll look that person in their
face and reply, “No, I need professional help.” Yet,
there are times when I’m out shopping and I may
need some help with an item that may be up on a
top shelf. If there’s no one available, I’ll usually come
up with some sort of a neat trick to do as I like to
say,“Make it happen Cap-n.” I’ve been training myself
on how to become a problem solver. I’m not saying
that I’ll never need some one to assist me. I just want
to confirm my own ability to believe in me.
Mr. X: Has any of your dreams or aspirations
changed since your incident?
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Clinic and was told the same thing. We need better
dental help so that even people on a fixed income
with Evercare, Medicaid or Medicare can get their
teeth taken care of.

Street drugs in St. Louis

T

here seems to be more and more people
buying and using street drugs these days. I
know of two or three blocks in which a lot
of drugs are being sold. I think that it’s a shame that
people want and are willing to help other people
ROBIN DRENNEN-BROWN VENDOR
feed their addiction. Those that do that have just
about sold their souls for a miserable price. For
one reason, they don’t care about the person they
sell drugs to. Of course they don’t care about that
person’s family, wife or children. If they did, then they
wouldn’t sell them drugs.
I spoke to a person who uses drugs and asked
ental care in St. Louis City and County really this question: “What’s the purpose to using drugs
needs to be improved. A person who is on when they only alter the mind and personality?”
Medicaid and Medicare cannot even get the The answer I was given was this:“Depression, anger,
dental care they need. Places like John C Murphy Clinic hurt, sadness, etc.” Then I asked: “aren’t those same
and People’s Clinic don’t except Evercare, Medicaid feelings still there?” That person said “yes”. I asked
again, “what is the purpose, the
or Medicare.
reason to use drugs and go into
I recently spoke
to Medicaid to find
Whats Up vendor Robin negative situations?” That person
answer.
out why. I was told
Drennen-Brown shares hadSono
there is no purpose or reason
that they don’t
her feelings about dental to use.
pay for dental and
have not for 10
care in St. Louis, drug use
years. They would
and her dream for the
not say why. I got
future in a collection of
have a dream about a state
Evercare and they
where people no longer have to
do pay for dental.
short essays.
worry about how they will pay
I called Peoples’
their rent and bills. Where they no
C l i n i c o n We s t
longer have to worry about how
Florrisant and they
said they would accept Evercare. On the day of my they will send their children to school. They will no
appointment, they told me when I got there that longer have to wonder how they will get food for
they don’t accept Evercare, Medicade or Medicare their children to eat or shoes for their children’s
and that I needed $50 cash up front. Needless to little feet. A state with someone who really cares
about everyone and where the poor are treated no
say, I couldn’t be seen.
different from the rich. Where no one is treated as
I still have my bad teeth.
When I ask why I was told on the phone they less just because of the color of their skin or their
accept Evercare, I was told that the person did not race or sex.
know what they were talking about. Dentures aren’t
covered by Medicaid either. So now I have to make
ROBIN DRENNEN-BROWN is an active
payments. I’m on Social Security Disability and can’t
vendor & writer for WHATS UP
even get dental care. I even called Saint Louis County

All people deserve dental care

D
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I have a dream

I
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The Future>

WHATSCOMINGUP

as predicted by Miss Fortune>

Libra September 23 - October 22 
You’ve got it! We do not even have any advice for you; you
really are incredibly on top of things.


 Scorpio October 23 - November 21 
Are you feeling healthy? If so, leave the second half of that
sandwich that you were going to have to choke down anyway
for someone hungrier than you.Yeah. Just wrap it back up, and
set it down in plain sight in a public place.
 Sagittarius November 22 - December 21 
You really need to give it a break, Sagittarius.We all know you’re
important, but you ought to stop obsessing over all those
details. Maybe catch a Brown Bottle Fever show sometime, too.
 Capricorn December 22 - January 19 
We are pretty sure that you will not see this one coming, but
do not worry, it’s going to be fun.

Aquarius January 20 - February 18 
We didn’t really want to say anything, but your co-workers
have been questioning your professionalism lately. It’s time to
stop and think about a trip to the thrift district on Forest Park
Parkway for an iron or something.


 Pisces February 19 - March 20 
That time you sat in cat pee wasn’t the worst experience of
your life, but I certainly understand why you wouldn’t want to
repeat it. Just like you wouldn’t want to repeat that dinner out,
where you had to sit and feel your stomach digesting itself for
half an hour waiting for food. Next time, instead of complaining
or becoming increasingly grouchy at your company or allowing
your stomach acids to wreak havoc on your own body, reach
over to the recently vacated table next to you and help yourself
to some leftovers. It doesn’t count against your diet, I promise.
 Aries March 21 - April 19 
Just say yes. Take her up on that opportunity. It’s going to put
you in that place you’ve always wanted to be, and you’ll love it.
Taurus April

20 - May 20 
Looking for answers? Yes, no, no, no, yes, no, yes, no, yes, no,
yes, yes.
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Gemini May 21 - June 20 
You’ve been feeling more restless than normal this month, and
it’s not because of all the coffee. Look for increased financial
stability around the middle of the month, and luck in love near
the end. Don’t sweat the mistake you make on the 14th, but
try not to screw up on the 23rd. Be sure not to get caught on
the Metrolink without a validated pass.


Cancer June 21- July 22 
That song they played on the KDHX the other day, they played
it just for you. Yeah. I know you wrote it off as a coincidence,
but the truth is that your mom told her friend Louis all about
how awful you felt after washing all her nice dress shirts with
your favorite inky pen, and he saw the dial on your radio and
called in the song just for you. He even asked them to play it
when he knew you’d be on your way to that tutoring session.
You can’t just assume these things aren’t all connected anymore.


 Leo July 23 - August 22 
If you don’t take at least half an hour out this month to color
with some crayons, or take a sunny afternoon off work and go
for a walk in Forest Park, something mysterious will happen
to you. We also highly suggest leaving the crayons out in the
car for a day or a week in St. Louis weather to form one
multicolored supercrayon.
 Virgo August 23 - September 22 
Think twice before you buy the Twilight book for your niece’s
birthday. Even though she’s only twelve, the likelihood that
she’s already read it is high. Beyond that, it’s time for you to
start investigating what kind of morals your placating pop
culture presents are instilling on the youth in your family. Put
some thought into it, have a conversation with her before you
assume which corner of the popular culture she fits into, and
give her a book you’ve already read, or take her with you to
see a film at the Tivoli.

WARNING: Whats Up magazine is not responsible for the
prophesies of Miss Fortune. While her power of foresight is
powerful to behold, the future is not quite written in stone.
If you do not like your aforementioned predicted future, chin
up.You just have to make your own fortune. Well, good luck.
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INFORMATION FOR THE DISADVANTAGED
AND HOMELESS OF ST. LOUIS AND THOSE
WILLING TO HELP, AID AND ASSIST THEM
IT IS A REQUIREMENT OF ALL SHELTERS THAT
CONTRACT WITH THE CITY OF ST. LOUIS OR SAINT
LOUIS COUNTY THAT INDIVIDUALS ACCESS SHELTER
VIA THE HOUSING RESOURCE CENTER’S (HRC)
HOUSING HOTLINE.
LOOK FOR THE
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HRC

LOGO IN THE SERVICE DIRECTORY.

Almost Home, Inc.
3200 Vincent
See Key for Description
St. Louis, MO 63104
314/771-4663
Almost Home is a transitional living home for homeless young women who are
primarily teenage. The young women may or may not be pregnant, or may have
one or two children. The program is nine months and may be extended. Clients
must be homeless, drug- and alcohol-free, and willing to participate in structured,
goal-oriented programs. They must be willing to utilize counseling; seeking to live a
functional, independent life in appropriate or permanent housing; and willing to change
unsatisfactory living patterns. Clients will attend classes in budgeting, parenting, and
child development.

W

Gateway Homeless Services
1000 N. 19th Street
HRC
St. Louis, MO 63106
314/231-1515
The Christian Service Center is a 90-day, 24-hour shelter for 135 single women, single
women with dependent children, married couples with or without dependent children,
and single fathers with dependent childeren. Services provided include basic shelter
services, individual case management, life skills program, medical and psychological
services, educational assistance, permanant and transitional housing placement,
self-esteem, emergency assistance, tutoring, employment referrals and activities for
homeless youth.

W

Centenary Methodist
55 Plaza Square
St. Louis, MO 63103
314/421-3136
This downtown faith community reaches out to the downtown homeless with
compassion and a whole list of community resources from 7-9 AM for breakfast and
12 - 12:30 PM for lunch Tuesday-Saturday.

W
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Good Samaritan Center
2108 Russell
St. Louis, MO 63104
314/772-7720
The Good Samaritan Center offers stabilization and resettlement services for
homeless families coming out of the shelter system. Services include transitional
housing, case work training, support groups, life skills, follow-up, and referrals. Clients
must be at least 18 years of age, have a family or children living with them, employable,
and willing to work at their resettlement.
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Grace Hill Neighborhood Services: MORE Transitional Housing Program
3815 North 20th St.
St. Louis, MO 63107
314/539-9659
Grace Hill provides transitional housing and emergency assistance (when funds are
available) for single women and mothers. Clients must meet several criteria, including 1.)
being homeless or in imminent danger of becoming homeless; 2.) having no more than
two small children; 3.) having income or being eligible to receive income assistance; and 4.)
being willing to participate in self-help activities (i.e., employment, training or GED classes).

S
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Haven of Grace
1133 Benton St.
HRC
St. Louis, MO 63106
314/621-6507
Haven of Grace assists homeless, pregnant women ages 16-21 with shelter, goal-setting,
education, employment, parenting, household management, and permanent residence.
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Hope House
1611 Hodiamont Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63112
314/382-3801
Hope House offers 50 transitional housing apartments for homeless families,
comprehensive social services, family development, vocational and educational counseling,
housing placement assistance, on-site living skills classes, and day care center. Clients
must be prior St. Louis City residents and in a shelter for 15-30 days or referred by
Housing Resource Center. After completing a comprehensive screening, the average
stay is 12 months.

F
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Housing Resource Center
800 N. Tucker Blvd
St. Louis, MO 63101
Hotline for Services 314/802-5444
The Housing Resource Center provides centralized, comprehensive housing assistance for
families who are homeless or at risk of becoming homeless. The focus is on prevention,
but when prevention is not possible, emergency shelter placement and post-shelter
placement is provided. Services include intake, assessment, and screening. Clients must
be city or county residents (based on last permanent address).

M
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New Life Evangelistic Center (NLEC)
1411 Locust
St. Louis, MO 63103
314/421-3020
NLEC provides Christian outreach ministry to meet mental, physical, and spiritual needs
of the City’s endangered residents. Among its services are: 24-hour hotlines, counseling,
overnight emergency shelters at three locations (singles, men only, women only and
families), rental/mortgage assistance, women’s services, utility assistance, transitional
housing programs and shelters.
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Olive Branch
5029 Vernon Ave.
HRC
St. Louis, MO 63113
314.367-7676
Olive Branch provides 24-hour maternity shelter care for homeless/pregnant adolescents.
Mother and baby may stay for up to three months after birth.

W

Our Lady’s Inn
4223 S. Compton
HRC
St. Louis, MO 63111
Phone: (314)351-4590
The Inn is an emergency shelter for homeless pregnant women. Clients must be pregnant,
18 years old or older, and City or County residents.
Peter & Paul Community Services, Inc. Emergency Shelter/Transitional Housing
711 Allen
St. Louis, MO 63104
HRC
314/621-5520
Peter & Paul Community Services assists homeless and near-homeless single men in several
ways: a 50-bed year-round emergency shelter, a 20-bed year-round transitional program,
meals, showers, lockers, medical referrals, living skills classes, and case management.
Federal poverty guidelines apply and clients must be 18 years or older. Candidates for
the transitional program must be sober and drug-free for a minimum of 30 days and have
a willingness to continue treatment.
Grace Chapel Ministries
1230 California
St. Louis, MO 63104
314/995-5013
Grace Chapel Ministries provides emergency and transitional housing for men, food
pantry, clothing for homeless, permanent housing assistance, job placement, and
transportation assistance for health services. The services are for adult male homeless
clients with no serious chemical dependency problems.

M
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Salvation Army CIP: Transitional Housing Program
HRC
4100 Snow
St. Louis, MO 63120
314/389-9293
CIP offers 30 transitional housing apartments for homeless families in recovery. The
center also accept homeless families that are not in drug recovery program and willing
to work in our program. Families must have been in a shelter for 30 days prior to a
referral being made.

314-802-5444

F

Covenant House Missouri
HRC
2256 S. 39th St.
St. Louis, MO 63110
(314) 772-6530
Covenant House Missouri provides emergency and long-term (12-24 months) transitional
housing to prepare single women and men ages 17 to 21 for independent living. Services
include individual counseling, family therapy and group counseling. Clients are homeless,
single men and women 16 to 21 years old who need residential care and skill training to
live independently, and who are willing to comply with program activities and structure.

Y

Redevelopment Opportunities for Women, Inc.
2229 Pine Street
St. Louis, MO 63103
314/588-8300
ROW effects positive change on behalf of homeless, abused and/or indigent women
and families through programs and services that help individuals pursue economic
self-sufficiency. Services include adult basic education and literacy, economic education,
personal and life skills development, parenting education and support, domestic violence
support and advocacy, and an early childhood program.
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Someone Cares Mission
2718 N. 13th Street
St. Louis, MO 63107
314-621-6703
Someone Cares Mission, a subsidiary of Christian Service Center, Inc., provides fresh
and nutritious brown-bag lunches, personal hygiene products, and blankets for homeless
and impoverished individuals and families five days a week. The Mission also distributes
approximately 20,000 pounds of food daily to benefit bi-state regional homeless shelters
and food pantries.
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St. Martha’s Hall
P. O. Box 4950
St. Louis, MO 63108
314/533-1313
St. Martha’s Hall is a confidential shelter for abused women and their children. Services
include individual and group counseling, legal advocacy, information, referral, and follow
up. Clients must be female victims of domestic violence, 18 years old and up. The Hall
does not admit males older than 13 years of age.
St. Patrick Partnership Center
800 N. Tucker
St. Louis, MO 63101
314/802-0700
The Partnership Center provides home living skills training and open market housing
for individuals referred by agencies within the Homeless Services Network. Casework,
employment training, child care, GED, and vocational referrals are available. The Center
provides furniture and supplies to graduates of homeless and at-risk people referred by
a member of the Homeless Network Board.

S

St. Phillipine Emergency Shelter
1015 Goodfellow Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63112
314/454-1012
St. Phillipine offers families with children 60-day shelter, providing hot meals, laundry and
bathing facilities, referrals to transitional housing to women and children, medical referral,
and access to City of St. Louis Homeless Services classes.
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St.Vincent de Paul Society
4141 Forest Park Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63108
314/531-2183
St. Vincent de Paul assists with transportation for the homeless. Service needs to an
out-of-town location would be referred to Mullanphy Travelers Aid, and local needs
would be provided by the Society via bus and MetroLink passes when available. Serves
families and individuals facing homelessness in St. Louis City, St. Louis County, Jefferson
County, and St. Charles.
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Sunshine Mission
1520 N. 13th St.
St. Louis, MO 63106
314/231-8209
Sunshine Mission offers a men’s emergency shelter, men’s long term rehabilitation program,
women’s emergency services, food pantry, and youth programming. The men’s shelter is
first-come, first-served.

M

The Salvation Army
10704 Page
St. Louis, MO 63132
314/423-7770
This Salvation Army program is a year-round 50-bed shelter for County families who
are homeless. Life skills training, legal assistance, child care, GED, and assistance into
permanent housing are available for homeless families and abused women and children.
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United Methodist Metro Ministry Shalom House
1040 S. Taylor
St. Louis, MO 63110
314/534-1010
Shalom House is a 90-day shelter, which provides medical and dental services through
Grace Hill Neighborhood Services, mental health services through St. Louis Mental Health
Center, and a drug/alcohol day program through BASIC, D.A.R.T., or C-STAR programs.
Clients are females (predominately mentally ill) aged 18 and older only.
Veterans Affairs Homeless Veterans Program Healthcare for the Homeless
915 N. Grand Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63106
314/289-6547
The veterans’ program provides intake, assessment, referral, counseling, consultation
for rehabilitative services, and residential placement through the program contract. The
program serves honorably discharged veterans homeless for at least 30 days.
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C.A.L.L.-4-Life, Inc.
4144 Lindell, Suite 136
St. Louis, MO 63108
314/652-0003
C.A.L.L.-4-Life outreaches St. Louis City residents who are homeless and were in special
education while in school, and/or have a developmental disability. Services include
connection to benefits, healthcare, housing/shelter, and long-term case management.
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Women’s Safe House
P.O. Box 63010
St. Louis, MO 63163
314/772-4535
The Women’s Safe House is a shelter for battered women and their children. Services
include legal advocacy, community speaking and education, housing referrals, support
groups, children’s programs, and limited transportation.
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YWCA-Phyllis Wheatley
HRC
3820 West Pine Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63108
314/533-9400
The facility provides housing for single women (up to two years). Personal and career
development services include: Case Management Services, GED Certification, Educational
and Vocational Assessment, Counseling, Job Readiness Training, Job Search and Referrals, Life
Skills. Clients are single women, homeless or about to become homeless, 18 and older, and
employed a minimum of 20 hours per week or with current written verification of income.
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